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SugarCRM OEM Partner Program: A Smarter CRM Solution

The SugarCRM OEM Partner Program allows you to easily license and incorporate best-in-class CRM functionality directly into your 
solution. You select the components and we provide a set of keys to activate with new agreements. The advantages of Sugar’s 
groundbreaking approach include:

•   Transparent Pricing – With SugarCRM you pay only for those 
features you choose to offer, with no surprises and no hidden 
fees. You can also add capabilities as your needs and customer 
requirements evolve. 

•  Ongoing Innovation – SugarCRM is continually evolving to 
 capitalize on the latest innovations – such as Cloud and mobile – 
 increasing the return on investment for you and your customers. 

•  Flexibility – The combination of a comprehensive selection 
 of pre-built functional components, a highly customizable 
 environment, and a choice of deployment options gives you the 
 freedom to package your CRM offering in a way that will clearly 
 differentiate you from competitive offerings, while simplifying the 
 provisioning/onboarding process for your customers.

For OEMs and service providers, a robust CRM offering can be a compelling  
differentiator — one that drives incremental revenue from existing customers and 
helps attract new ones. With SugarCRM, you can offer Sugar’s industry-leading CRM 
capabilities under your own brand and customize your offering to address the vertical-
specific CRM challenges your customers face.

Open, Flexible CRM for the OEM Market

•   Lower Costs – Keep your costs in check by choosing only those 
capabilities that make sense for your solution and your customers. 

•  Faster Time to Market – Realize a dramatically shorter time 
 to market with a pre-built CRM platform – versus designing, 
 engineering, and deploying a proprietary CRM solution. 

•  Deployment Flexibility – Choose the deployment option that 
 makes sense for your market: public, private, and hybrid cloud 
 deployments or on-premise implementations.

•  An Open Architecture – Tailor your OEM offering to fit the 
 specialized functional needs of your vertical(s) empowering 
 customers with the industry’s most flexible, open, and  
 intuitive solution.  

Why SugarCRM?

Interested in partnering with a company that’s as committed to your success as it is to its own? At Sugar, we focus on making it easier for 
you to do business with us and deploy our state-of-the-art CRM solution in the way that makes sense for you. We offer:

With SugarCRM, you can incorporate the advanced CRM capabilities that enhance the value of your brand, control more of your sales 
cycles, increase the size of your deals – and work with a partner that understands and responds to the needs of doing business in  
an OEM market. 
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Sales:
•   Account and Contact Management
•   Activity Tracking and History
•   Lead Scoring, Routing, and Assignment
•   Opportunity Tracking and Management 

Marketing:
•  Campaign Dashboards and Email Marketing

•  Marketing Reporting

•  Unlimited Web-to-Lead Capture

•  Automated Response Workflow

Customer Support:
•   Advanced Case Escalation and Notification
•  Call Center and CTI Integration
•  Customer Self-Service Portal
•  Knowledge Base

Mobile CRM:
•  Browser Access for Most Smartphones and Tablets
•  iOS and Android
•  Offline App with Local Data Storage
•  Fully Rebranded Mobile App

Configuration and Integration:
•  Full BPM Workflow Capable
•  Web-services API – SOAP and REST
•  Mobile Editor
•  Configure workflow automation rules

SugarCRM can be used with today’s leading databases with plug-ins available for all 
leading email and meeting applications. You also have the flexibility to select from  
a broad set of features to create your distinct CRM offering(s). A small sampling of our  
most popular capabilities is shown here. Contact us to discuss the full range we offer.

Some of the Key CRM Functionality  
Components Available


